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Fingering instabilities of exothermic reaction-diffusion fronts
in porous media
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We consider the density fingering of exothermic autocatalytic fronts in vertically oriented
Hele-Shaw cells with chemical reactions whose solutal and thermal contributions to density changes
have opposite signs. Using the Darcy–Boussinesq equations we examine the influence of the
competition between solutal and thermal density changes on the linear stability of traveling fronts
and the fully nonlinear dynamics. Ascending fronts are characterized by standard Rayleigh–Taylor
fingering dispersion curves and in the nonlinear stage of the instability they feature thermal plumes.
Descending fronts on the other hand behave strikingly differently as they can feature for some
values of the parameters Turing-type dispersion curves and stationary patterns with fingers of
constant amplitude and wavelength. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1689912#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chemical reactions can change the density of a solu
either by modifying the total volume of products versus
actants or by releasing or consuming heat. These two eff
provide a solutal and/or thermal contribution to the total d
sity change. Across a moving autocatalytic reactio
diffusion front traveling along the direction of gravity, such
jump in density can lead to a Rayleigh–Taylor instability
the heavier solution is placed on top of the lighter one in
gravity field. This hydrodynamic instability then interac
with the chemical reaction affecting the propagation spee
the front and leading eventually to a complex spatiotempo
dynamics which is dramatically different from the one o
served for pure density fingering in the absence of reactio

For the nitric acid-iron~II ! system, Bazsa and Epste
noted that, reaction fronts travel several times more rap
going down a narrow tube than going up1 ~if the front is not
laterally extended, the hydrodynamic instability does not
velop!. They suggested that this behavior is due to the effe
of convection induced by the exothermicity of the reactio
Nagypál et al.2 have analyzed in detail the same system,
well as the chlorite–thiosulfate reaction, showing experim
tally that the velocity of the up or down going fronts depen
on both thermal and solutal contributions to density. Pojm
and Epstein3 were the first who started to classify autoca
lytic chemical reactions depending on the respective sign
the thermal and solutal contributions to density changes
both effects are cooperative and lead to a decrease o
density behind the front, only up going fronts should be u
stable due to stratification of cold heavy reactants on top
hotter and lighter products. According to the Pojma
Epstein model, simple convection is then expected. This c
has been analyzed experimentally in the iodate-arsenous
1391070-6631/2004/16(5)/1395/15/$22.00
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~IAA ! system, for which typically ascending fronts indee
feature buoyancy driven convection.4–7

When heat and solutal effects are in competition,
expect intuitively a possible instability for both up and dow
going fronts.3 In this case, upward moving fronts correspo
to a lighter solution on top of a heavy one, but as the pr
ucts are hotter because of the reaction exothermicity,
expects that, if sufficient heat is produced, the planar fro
might become unstable. Downward moving fronts on t
other hand consist of a heavy fluid on top of lighter solutio
a buoyantly unstable solutal stratification giving rise to co
vection and fingering.8,9 Nevertheless, for a large heat pro
duction, the products are also hotter and one might imag
that complete stabilization of downward moving fronts cou
result. Competition between such thermal and solutal bu
ancy driven convection has been studied experiment
in the iron~II !–nitric acid,1,2,10 the chlorite–thiosulfate,2

the chlorate–sulfite,11 the chlorite–thiourea,12 the
bromate–sulfite13 and Belousov–Zhabotinsky14 reactions
and the traveling fronts of addition polymerization.15,16 The
explanations used by these authors to understand the
served dynamics are based on intuitive arguments which
invoke double-diffusive convection3,17,18 related to differen-
tial diffusivity of heat and mass.

From the theoretical point of view, a number of studi
have examined the influence of heat effects on the hydro
namic stability of reaction fronts. Edwardset al.19 addressed
the role of density variations induced by the exothermicity
the reaction on the onset of convection for autocataly
fronts. These authors coupled the Navier–Stokes equa
with a buoyancy term to a convection–diffusion equation
the temperature. No kinetic term was involved and a
front approximation was made. They studied the stability
laterally unbounded ascending fronts with respect to the th
5 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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mally induced density jump and they obtained the criti
wavelength for the onset of convection and the growth ra
near criticality. Further work under the same assumpti
was carried out to investigate the limits of infinite and ze
thermal diffusivity in bounded systems,20 the case of finite
diffusivity21,22 as well as the possible transitions to axisy
metric versus symmetric modes at onset.23 However, in these
studies, heat effects influence only ascending fronts he
from below and there is no interplay between chemistry a
heat production as no chemical kinetics is involved.

The onset of convection for an exothermic propagat
front where now the energy equation is coupled to an eq
tion for the depth of conversion for a one-step chemical
action was examined in Refs. 24 and 25. In these studies
kinetic constant of the reaction depends exponentially
temperature but the density jump at the interface is rela
solely to the temperature difference across the front. It w
shown that convection can occur, not only for ascend
fronts but for descending fronts also, the latter instabi
being possible only due to the interaction between the che
cal reaction with the hydrodynamics. However, no solu
contributions to the density were taken into account. T
nonlinear competition between both effects has been a
lyzed by Belket al.16 for photopolymerization fronts propa
gating perpendicularly to the gravity direction. The on
work we are aware of in which both thermal and solu
contributions to density differences are taken into accoun
analyze buoyant convection of chemical fronts travel
along the direction of gravity, is that of Zhanget al.26 who
analyzed the complete system of reaction–diffusio
convection equations that govern the dynamics of the e
thermic Belousov–Zhabotinsky reaction. They showed t
both up and down going fronts are affected by the heat g
erated by the reaction, although they observed that the
of reaction alone was too weak to destabilize the fronts.

Recently, Yanget al.9 considered the buoyancy drive
Rayleigh–Taylor instability of the chlorite–tetrathiona
~CT! system in a vertical Hele-Shaw cell. They examined
linear stability of the isothermal traveling front of the C
system with respect to disturbances in the spanwise direc
and demonstrated the existence of a preferred wavelengt
the developed fingering instability. The linear stability ana
sis was found to be in excellent agreement with tw
dimensional numerical simulations of the fully nonlinear sy
tem. These simulations showed also that at large times, s
of the fingers merged leading to an overall coarsening of
fingering pattern, while in narrower systems the fro
evolves to one single finger traveling at a speed higher t
the speed of the corresponding reaction–diffusion front
the absence of convection. We note that Yanget al.neglected
thermal effects and focused on the study of the solutal d
sity fingering. This allowed a comparison between t
chemical front instability of the CT system and that of t
IAA reaction27,28 and it was found that both CT and IAA
systems behave in a similar fashion with respect to the
lutal buoyancy driven instability.

However, recent experiments with the CT system29 show
instabilities for the up going fronts. Such instabilities c
only arise due to heat effects. Indeed, the CT system
Downloaded 13 Apr 2004 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to AIP
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exothermic,30 but for given reactant concentrations, the te
perature rise may be neglected provided that the gap betw
the two plates of the Hele-Shaw cell is narrow. For high
consentrations and/or insulated walls or higher gapwid
however, the heat losses to the surroundings are insuffic
to maintain a constant temperature and therefore the t
perature locally rises in the solution. As a consequence,
product solution becomes hotter than the reactants leadin
the possibility of a thermal buoyancy driven instability fo
the up going front. On the contrary, for the downward mo
ing front, the higher temperature on top will decrease
density of the product solution and hence might stabilize
traveling front ~which is unstable because of solutal buo
ancy effects!.

The objective of the present study is to examine the d
sity fingering of exothermic reaction–diffusion fronts co
sidering antagonistic solutal and thermal contributions
density changes (DrS.0 while DrT,0) and to analyze the
instabilities that can arise in the presence of a given kinet
We focus on the chlorite–tetrathionate reaction as a typ
example, for which experiments showing the importance
heat effects, have recently become available.29,30 Although
we use as a model the CT reaction, our analysis is q
generic and the formulation can be readily applied to a
exothermic reaction–diffusion front with antagonist solu
and thermal density jumps.

Our model equations are based on the Darc
Boussinesq approximation. We show that for fixed values
the kinetic parameters and Damko¨hler number, the system i
governed by two parameters only, the dimensionless ther
expansion coefficient and the Lewis number. In the abse
of convection, our base state is a planar traveling front
both concentration and temperature. We perform a linear
bility of this front with respect to infinitesimal thermal–
solutal buoyancy induced disturbances in the spanwise di
tion. We obtain the dispersion relation for the growth rate
these disturbances as a function of wavenumber for diffe
values of the governing dimensionless groups. We ana
the stability properties of the system and we show that
instability mechanism involves a complex interplay betwe
solutal–thermal effects, chemical reaction and doub
diffusive phenomena. These last phenomena are only pre
for values of the Lewis number larger than unity.

For up going fronts, the dispersion curves are similar
those obtained in Rayleigh–Taylor fingering of reaction
diffusion fronts with a band of unstable wavenumbers t
extends to zero so that small wavenumbers are always
stable and long wavenumbers always stable. Down go
fronts on the other hand can feature, for certain values of
governing parameters, Turing-type dispersion curves cha
terized by a narrow band of unstable wavenumbers boun
by two neutral modes away from zero wavenumber. Hen
the coupling of solutal and thermal effects changes dra
cally the stability properties of reaction–diffusion fronts wi
regard to buoyancy induced fingering.

The nonlinear dynamics of both up and down goi
fronts is also studied by integrating numerically the fu
nonlinear Darcy–Boussinesq system of equations. At the
set of the instability, the nonlinear simulations are in exc
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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1397Phys. Fluids, Vol. 16, No. 5, May 2004 Fingering instabilities
lent agreement with the predictions of our linear stabil
analysis. In the nonlinear regime the up going fronts feat
thermal plumes of mushroom shape. At the same time
observe coarsening of the developed fingers in the cours
time due to merging and shielding phenomena. As a resu
fingers eventually merge into a single finger. The down go
fronts on the other hand, can behave strikingly differen
from the up going fronts. Depending on the values of
governing dimensionless groups, down going fronts can
ture a new type of patterning in which the front develops
stationary cellular structure with fingers of constant amp
tude and wavelength. Such stationary patterns have not
observed before in the context of fingering instabilities
porous media flows.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we form
late the model and introduce the various dimensionless
rameters of the problem. In Sec. III, we construct the b
state of our system in the form of a planar traveling front
both concentration and temperature. In Sec. IV, we perfor
linear stability analysis of these planar fronts, we prov
dispersion curves and we analyze the instability characte
tics of both up and down going fronts. The nonlinear dyna
ics of both up and down going fronts is then examined
Sec. V. Finally, a discussion and conclusions are given
Sec. VI.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION, SCALINGS AND
GOVERNING EQUATIONS

Figure 1 shows the problem definition. Our model sy
tem consists of a two-dimensional porous medium or He
Shaw cell with the gravity field along the streamwise dire
tion. This is effectively the setup that has been stud
experimentally by Ba´nsági et al.29 for the CT reaction. The
system is filled with the reacting species and the reactio
triggered either at the top or at the bottom of the system.
resulting chemical front moves downwards or upwards

FIG. 1. Geometry of the reaction system in a Hele-Shaw cell. The reac
here is triggered either at the top or the bottom of the cell and the resu
chemical front travels downwards or upwards with velocityc invading the
fresh reactants.
Downloaded 13 Apr 2004 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to AIP
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vading the fresh reactants and leaving the products of
reaction behind it according to the stoichiometric equat
for the particular reaction scheme.

We assume that in the absence of thermal effects,
density of the product solution is higher than that of t
reactant solution. Hence, downward traveling fronts
buoyantly unstable and develop solutal density fingers
time while the upward traveling fronts are stable with resp
to solutal effects.8,9 However, the reaction is exothermi
which produces a thermal contribution to density opposite
that of solutal effects.

The system is governed by the Darcy–Boussinesq eq
tions

¹I p52
m

K
uI 1r~a,T!gI , ~1!

¹I •uI 50, ~2!

] ta1uI •¹I a5Da¹2a2 f ~a!, ~3!

r0cP@] tT1uI •¹I T#5kT¹2T2DH f ~a!, ~4!

wherea is the concentration of the reactants andT the tem-
perature.m andr are the viscosity and density of the fluid
respectively, andK the permeability of the porous medium
For thin Hele-Shaw cells,K5a2/12 with a the gapwidth
between the two plates.Da is the diffusion coefficient of the
reactants,kT is the thermal conductivity,cP the constant
pressure heat capacity,r0 the density of the pure solven
~e.g., water!, DH (,0) the heat of reaction andf (a) the
reaction rate. As the temperature changes involved in exp
ments are typically small (,10 K), we assume here that a
physical parameters are constant and do not depend on
perature. The density of the solution is

r~a,T!5rp2~rp2r r !
a

a0
1GT~T2T0!, ~5!

whererp and r r are the density of the products and rea
tants, respectively, at room temperatureT0 , GT5]Tr(a
50,T0) anda0 is the initial concentration of the reactants.
the absence of thermal effects (T5T0), the densityr r of the
reactant solution (a/a051) is smaller than the densityrp of
the product solution (a/a050). Hence, the isothermal so
lutal density jump,DrS5(rp2r r)S /rp is positive, i.e., the
products are heavier than the reactants whileGT,0—heat
effects make the fluid lighter.

To balance viscous and buoyancy forces we introd
the characteristic velocity

U5
DrSgK

n
, ~6!

wheren5m/r0 is the kinematic viscosity of water. Balanc
ing now convection with diffusion yields the characteris
length and time scales

Lh5
Da

U
; th5

Da

U2 . ~7!

We then non-dimensionalize Eqs.~1!–~5! by scaling ve-
locity, length and time byU, Lh , andth , respectively. Pres-

n
g
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1398 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 16, No. 5, May 2004 Kalliadasis, Yang, and De Wit
sure, density, concentration, and reaction rate are scaled
mDa /K, (rp2r r)S , a0 anda0 /tc , respectively, withtc the
characteristic chemical time scale which can be defined o
the kinetics is specified. Temperature is scaled withT
2T0)/T0 . The dimensionless governing equations then
come

¹I 8p852uI 81~rp82a81GT8T8! iIx , ~8!

¹I 8•uI 850, ~9!

] t8a81uI 8•¹I 8a85¹82a82Da f8~a8!, ~10!

] t8T81uI 8•¹I 8T85Le¹82T81fDa f8~a8!, ~11!

where the primes denote dimensionless variables.iIx is the
unit vector in thex-direction. The dimensionless thermal e
pansion coefficient is defined fromGT85GTT0 /(rp2r r)S .
The Damko¨hler number,Da, is defined as the ratio of th
hydrodynamic to the chemical time scale, i.e.,

Da5
th

tc
, ~12!

while the Lewis number,Le, is defined as the ratio of th
thermal to the molecular diffusivity

Le5
DT

Da
, ~13!

whereDT5kT /r0cP is the thermal diffusivity. Finally, the
dimensionless reaction exothermicity,f, is defined as

f5
uDHua0

r0cPT0
[

DTb

T0
, ~14!

whereDTb5Tb2T0 is the adiabatic temperature rise acro
the front~maximum temperature rise in the system! with Tb

the adiabatic temperature.
To fix ideas let us consider the CT reaction.9 This acid

catalyzed reaction is taking place in slight excess of chlor
ClO2

2 . The two main species of the CT reaction are t
tetrathionate ionsa5@S4O6

22# ~the reactants!, and the pro-
tons b5@H1# ~the products!. As was pointed out by Yang
et al.,9 if we assume that the two species have the sa
diffusivity, the protons concentrationb is stoichiometrically
related to that ofa. The CT reaction scheme then reduces
a simple one-variable model~like the IAA system27! with a
dimensional rate law

f ~a!536q$2@ClO2
2#017~a2a0!%a~a02a!2,

whereq is the reaction rate constant of the overall reacti
The chemical time scale can then be defined astc

51/(qa0
3) which yields the dimensionless rate

f 8~a8!536a8~12a8!2~k17a8!, ~15!

with k52@ClO2
2#0 /a027. We should emphasize here th

the elimination ofb from the rate law and the subseque
reduction of the CT system to a single-variable model, off
a simple prototype for the study of the coupling betwe
reaction–diffusion processes and heat effects. The ideas
veloped here can be readily generalized and applied to o
one-variable exothermic reaction–diffusion fronts.
Downloaded 13 Apr 2004 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to AIP
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We next define a new hydrostatic pressure gradient fr
¹9p85¹8p82rp8 iIx . In addition, we note that the transfo
mationT→fT scales awayf from the energy equation an
introduces amodified thermal expansion coefficientgT8
5fGT8 . After dropping the primes, Eqs.~8!–~11! become

¹I p52uI 1~gTT2a! iIx , ~16!

¹I •uI 50, ~17!

] ta1uI •¹I a5¹2a2Da f~a!, ~18!

] tT1uI •¹I T5Le¹2T1Da f~a!, ~19!

with f (a)536a(12a)2(k17a), which are the basic equa
tions for the analysis to follow. Notice that forgT50 the
hydrodynamic and thermal problems are decoupled. We
cover in this limit the isothermal density fingering of the C
system as studied in Ref. 9.

We close this section with typical values of the dime
sionless groups. To estimate the Lewis number we use
following values of parameters relevant for water at 20 °
DT51.42931023 cm2/s andDa;1.231024 cm2/s29 which
givesLe;10. Notice that if we had a two-variable model fo
the chemical speciesa andb ~with the temperature field a
the third variable! we would needDa5231025 cm2/s for
the tetrathionate ions andDb51.231024 cm2/s for the pro-
tons. This would give a valueLe;70 for water. In this study,
however, we approximated the two-variable chemical sys
with one species~and temperature! and hence a valueDa

51.231024 cm2/s is more reasonable since it is the diff
sion of the autocatalystb that drives the chemical front. Fo
the reaction exothermicity, we haveDTb;2 to 3 K for the
CT system29 which with T0;300 K yields f;0.01. It is
precisely because of such a small value ofDTb that we have
assumed the kinetics of the CT reaction to be temperat
independent.

Finally, the thermal expansion coefficient can be es
mated from its definitionGT85GTT0 /(rp2r r)S . This with
GT5(]Tr)T0

;DrTr0 /DT whereDrT5(rp2r r)T /r0 gives

GT8;DrTT0 /(DrSDT). We then need the density chang
due to the thermal and solutal effects. Typical values
DrT;25.931024 and DrS;4.531024.29 Hence, GT8
;2100 to2200 so that the thermal expansion coefficient
quite large~note here that this coefficient should be negat
since the density of water decreases with temperature ab
4C—we work here around 300 K!. However, for the modi-
fied expansion coefficient we havegT85fGT8;O(1) because
f is small. Note that fromGT8;DrTT0 /(DrSDT) with DT
;DTb we haveGT8;(1/f)DrT /DrS so thatgT8;DrT /DrS

and hence the dimensionless thermal expansion coeffic
measures the thermal density change relative to the isot
mal one. It is also important to emphasize here that sca
away f from the energy equation~effectively settingf51
in this equation! implies that for fixedDa andk the behavior
of the system depends on two parameters only:Le andgT .
We thus fixDa and k to typical values for the CT system
Da50.001 andk51,9 and concentrate on the effect of var
ing Le andgT .
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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III. TRAVELING FRONT

We now seek one-dimensional traveling front solutio
(as ,Ts) propagating at constant speedc in the absence o
convection. SettinguI 50I in ~18! and ~19! and introducing
the Lagrangian coordinatez5x2ct, yields

2cdzas5dz
2as2Da f~as!, ~20!

2cdzTs5Ledz
2Ts1Da f~as!. ~21!

Adding now these two equations gives

dz
2as1cdzas1Ledz

2Ts1cdzTs50, ~22!

which can be integrated once and the integration cons
can be determined from the boundary condition (as ,Ts)
→(1,0) asz→1`. We then have

dzas1LedzTs1c~as1Ts21!50. ~23!

Application of the conditionas→0 asz→2` in the equa-
tion above then givesTs→1 asz→2`. Notice that in the
particular caseLe51, ~22! can be easily integrated to giv
as1Ts511c8e2cz wherec8 is an integration constant. Bu
e2cz blows up asz→2`. This then implies thatc850
which results in the simple relationTs512as .

Equations~21! and ~22! can be converted into a three
dimensional dynamical system of the form

dzas5c~12as2Ts!2Lev, ~23a!

dzTs5v, ~23b!

dzv5
1

Le
@2cv236Daas~12as!

2~k17as!#. ~23c!

In the (as ,Ts ,v) phase-plane, the front is a heteroclinic tr
jectory connecting the two fixed points~0,1,0! and ~1,0,0!
associated with the boundary conditions

z→2`: as→0, Ts→1,

z→1`: as→1, Ts→0.

We then utilize the numerical scheme developed in Ref. 9
obtain the permanent-form traveling front solutions. T
analysis here parallels the one given by Yanget al.9 and the
reader is referred to this study for details.

As with the isothermal CT system studied in our pre
ous work, there exists a minimum speedcmin such that a
unique permanent-form traveling front exists for eachc
>cmin . Of course this raises the question of front selecti
Solving numerically the reaction-diffusion equations in tim
and space as an initial-value-problem indicates that the m
mum speed front is always approached for large times, p
vided the initial condition is sufficiently localized in spac
Hence the minimum speed front is the stable solution. Le
note thatas is independent ofTs—see~20!—and hence the
minimum speed does not depend onLe and for givenk and
Da it is fixed. Our computations indicate that for the valu
Da50.001 andk51 used here,cmin50.311 in agreemen
with the relationcmin59.833ADa given in Ref. 9 fork51.

The temperature front on the other hand does depen
Le and becomes more spread out asLe increases. This is due
to the fact that the Lewis number is effectively the ratio
Downloaded 13 Apr 2004 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the thermal diffusion time scale to the molecular diffusi
time scale. Hence, largeLe implies that heat diffuses faste
than concentration so that the width of the temperature fr
is much larger compared to that for the concentration fro
Figures 2~a! and 2~b! depict the concentration–temperatu
front for two different values of the Lewis number. Figure
shows the variation of the width of the temperature fro
~defined as the domain in whichT is in the interval
@0.01,0.99#! as a function ofLe. Finally, Fig. 4 depicts the
density profile as a function ofz, for two different values of
the Lewis number. These profiles show that for isotherm
systems, (gT50), the density of the products is larger tha
that of the reactants. WhenugTu increases, the heat release
to the system increases and the products become hotter
the reactants. Their density then decreases while the de
of the fresh reactants remains the same. Interestingly,
Le510 and certain values ofgT , the density profile across
the front is nonmonotonic for both up and down going fron

FIG. 2. Stationary traveling fronts forDa50.001, k51 and two different
values of the Lewis number.z50 corresponds to either the top or the bo
tom of the cell. In both cases the front propagates from the left to the ri
~a! Le51; ~b! Le510.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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IV. LINEAR STABILITY

A. Eigenvalue problem

We now examine the stability of the exothermic trav
ing front with respect to infinitesimal disturbances in t
spanwise direction. In the moving frame, the steady stat
Eqs. ~16!–~19! is uI 5uI s50I , a5as(z), T5Ts(z), and p
5ps(z) where

dzps5gTTs2as , ~24!

since]yps52ws[0, with w the velocity in they-direction,
and hence the base state pressure distribution is only a f
tion of z. The pressure profile can then be easily found
integrating~24! above. LetuI 5uI s1uI 1 , a5as1a1 , T5Ts

1T1 and p5ps1p1 with uI 1 ,a1 ,T1 ,p1!1. Linearizing
~16!–~19! in the moving frame and utilizing~20! and ~21!
yields the evolution equations for the disturbances

]zp152u11gTT12a1 , ~25a!

]yp152w1 , ~25b!

] ta12c]za11u1dzas5]z
2a11]y

2a12Da f8~as!a1 ,
~25c!

] tT12c]zT11u1dzTs5Le~]z
2T11]y

2T1!

1Da f8~as!a1 , ~25d!

¹I •uI 150, ~25e!

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect toa.
We now seek solutions of~25! in the form of the normal

modes

@u1 ,w1 ,p1 ,a1 ,T1#5@ ū~z!,w̄~z!,p̄~z!,ā~z!,T̄~z!#

3est1 iky1c.c., ~26!

with s the growth rate of the disturbances andk their wave-
number. Substitution of~26! into ~25! then yields

FIG. 3. Width of the temperature front as a function of Lewis number. T
width is defined as the domain in whichT takes on values in the interva
@0.01,0.99#.
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dzp̄52ū1gTT̄2ā, ~27a!

ik p̄52w̄, ~27b!

sā2cdzā1ūdzas5dz
2ā2k2ā2Da f8~as!ā, ~27c!

sT̄2cdzT̄1ūdzTs5Le~dz
2T̄2k2T̄!1Da f8~as!ā,

~27d!

dzū1 ikw̄50. ~27e!

Differentiating now~27b! and ~27e! once with respect toz
givesdz

2ū1k2dzp̄50 which when combined with~27a! re-
sults in

~dz
22k2!ū52k2gTT̄1k2ā. ~28!

Equations~27c!, ~27d!, and~28! can now be written as

L= F ā

T̄
ū
G5sF 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0
G F ā

T̄
ū
G , ~29a!

e

FIG. 4. Density contribution in Eq.~16!, 2a1gTT, for two different values
of the Lewis number.z50 corresponds to either the top or the bottom of t
cell. In both cases the front propagates from the left to the right;~a! Le
51; ~b! Le510.
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where the elements of the matrix/differential operatorL= are
given by

L115dz
21cdz2Da f8~as!2k2,

L1250; L1352dzas ; L215Da f8~as!,

L225Ledz
21cdz2Lek2; L2352dzTs ,

L3152k2; L325k2gT ; L335dz
22k2.

The linear stability problem is hence governed by an infin
domain generalized eigenvalue problem. The boundary c
ditions are

ā,T̄,ū→0 as z→6`, ~29b!

and, therefore, as with our previous study9 we restrict our
attention to the discrete spectrum ofL= , i.e., the spectrum
consisting of eigenfunctions that decay to zero at the infi
ties and correspond to disturbances localized around the
eling front. We note, however, that infinite-domain eige
value problems might have an essential spectrum as well
consists of those eigenfunctions with bounded oscillatory
havior at the infinities~see, e.g., Refs. 31 and 32!.

We solve the eigenvalue problem in~29! numerically by
using a second-order central finite differencing scheme
approximateL= with its discrete analog. The method is effe
tively the same with that used in our previous study:9 We
defineUI , AI , andTI as the discrete approximations ofū, ā,
andT̄ and we invert the discrete representation of the ope
tor dz

22k2 in ~28! to obtain an expression forUI as a function
of AI andTI which when substituted in the discretized versi
of ~27c! and~27d! yields a matrix eigenvalue problem of th
form

M= FAITI G5sFAITI G .
The LAPACK solver DGEEVX was then used to obtain th
growth rates of the disturbances in the spanwise direction
a function of their wavenumberk. A large number of points
in the integration domain was necessary for the first f
eigenvalues with largest real parts to converge. We tested
accuracy of our scheme by varying the domain size and
fining the mesh. Typical values for the domain size and m
to achieve sufficient accuracy for the computation of the
genvalues are 300 and 0.5, respectively.

B. Dispersion curves and stability characteristics

We first discuss the up going front. Clearly, in the a
sence of thermal effects, the up going front is stable. Inde
as the isothermal density increases in the course of the r
tion, the reactants are lighter than the products and thus
solutal density stratification is buoyantly stable (DrS.0).
However, for a nonzero reaction exothermicity, the produ
are hotter than the reactants, a thermally unstable strati
tion (DrT,0). For sufficiently largeugTu, the competition
between stabilizing solutal stratification and unstable ther
stratification can give rise to an instability. Figure 5~a! de-
picts the least stable~largest! eigenvalues as a function of
wavenumberk and different values of the modified therm
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expansion coefficientgT for Le510. Notice that the trans
lational invariance of the system in the streamwise direct
implies thats50 for k50—this point was discussed in de
tail by Yanget al.9

Evidently, for a givenLe there exists a critical value o
ugTu above which the system becomes unstable. From
definition ofgT in Sec. II, increasingugTu can be achieved by
either an increase off and hence of the amount of he
released per mole of reactant and/or by an increase in]Tr
which implies an increase in the density difference across
front for a given temperature gradient.

Note that the dispersion curves of the upgoing front
ways feature a band of unstable modes extending from z
wavenumber up to a cut-off wavenumber above which
system is linearly stable. This unstable band 0<k<kc con-
tains the maximum growing wavenumberkmax with the larg-
est positive growth rate. Such curves are similar to th
obtained in standard Rayleigh–Taylor fingering~see, for ex-
ample, Refs. 33 and 34!. According also to the classificatio

FIG. 5. Dispersion relation for the growth rates as a function of wavenum-
berk and different values of the modified thermal expansion coefficientgT .
The triangles denote values of the most unstable wavenumber obtain
short times from the fully nonlinear system using as initial condition t
traveling front or a step function;~a! up going front forLe510; ~b! down
going front forLe54.
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by Cross and Hohenberg,35 such dispersion curves are o
type II.

Solutal and thermal effects compete the other way ro
for the downward moving front. Figure 5~b! shows the dis-
persion curves forLe54 and different values ofgT . In the
absence of thermal effects (gT50) now, the denser product
lie on top of the lighter reactants and the front is buoyan
unstable because of unfavorable solutal stratification as s
ied by Yanget al.9 This solutal destabilization in the absen
of heat effects is characterized by dispersion curves wh
are similar to those found in standard Rayleigh–Taylor fi
gering, i.e., they feature a band of unstable modes fromk
50 to a cut-off wavenumberkc .

Heat effects now have a stabilizing influence as
‘‘hot’’ products lie on top of the ‘‘cold’’ reactants, a stabl
configuration. Therefore, the competition between therm
and solutal effects here is opposite to that of the upgo
front. If heat effects are strong, the solutal fingering of t
down going front should be stable. Indeed, we observe
for large ugTu, the growth rate is always negative implyin
that strongly exothermic down going fronts are propagat
without any fingering. There exists, however, a critical va
of ugTu below which competition between the solutal a
thermal effects drastically changes the dispersion cur
leading to stabilization of long waves and destabilization o
band of wavenumbers centered around a most unstable m
kmax and bounded by two neutral wavenumbersk1 and k2

such that 0,k1<k<k2 . Such dispersion curves are of typ
I35 ~but with a neutral mode always at zero wavenumber! and
are also reminiscent of Turing-type dispersion curves.36–38

Figure 5~b! then shows that decreasingugTu can lead from
stable fronts to Turing-type and finally to standard Rayleig
Taylor fingering dispersion curves.

To summarize the differences between the stability pr
erties for the up and down going fronts, let us look at Fig
which compares the dispersion curves of the two coun

FIG. 6. Dispersion curves for both up going~dashed lines! and down going
fronts ~solid lines! for Le510 andgT524,23,22,21. Type I dispersion
curves have a band of unstable modes such thatk1<k<k2 while type II
dispersion curves have modes with positive growth rates in the rang
<k<kc .
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propagating fronts forLe510 and four different values o
gT . For gT524,23,22, both fronts are simultaneously un
stable but with different maximum growing wavenumbe
and growth rates. The most unstable wavenumber for
downgoing front~reaction triggered at the top! is larger than
that of the upgoing front~reaction triggered at the bottom!.
This implies that the wavelength of the developed fingers
the up going front will be much larger than that of the dow
going front. In addition, the down going front features a ba
of stable modes close tok50 which is reminiscent of
Turing-type dispersion curves. This implies a long term d
namics of the down going front quite different from that
the up going front as will be shown in the next section. No
also that forgT524,23 the growth rate of the up going
front is larger than that of the down going front which mea
that the up going front will be the first to become unstab
and show fingering. For smallerugTu, the reverse is ob-
served, now it is the down going front that will finger firs
These theoretical predictions are in agreement with the
cent experiments by Ba´nsági et al.29 which confirm the type
I dispersion curves for the down going front.

Let us now return to the density profiles in Fig. 4~b!.
These profiles indicate that asugTu increases the downwar
front should become more stable since the total density
the products becomes smaller than the density of the r
tants. For the same reason, the up going front should bec
increasingly unstable. This general trend is consistent w
the findings of our linear stability analysis. Notice, howev
that for gT524,23,22, and21, Fig. 6 indicates that the
down going front is unstable even though from the dens
plots in Fig. 4~b! we clearly have a light fluid on top of a
heavy fluid forgT524,23,22 and two fluids of the same
density forgT521.

Of course for some values ofgT the density profiles are
nonmonotonic and in fact they have a minimum around
front, a potentially unstable situation for the down goin
front. However, forgT523 the minimum of the density
profile is very small and hence nonmonotonic density can
account for the apparent contradiction between Figs. 4~b!
and 6. In fact, forgT524 the density profile is monotonic
with a light fluid on top of a heavy fluid and yet our linea
stability analysis clearly shows that the down going front
linearly unstable~evidently a light fluid on top of a heavy
fluid should always be a stable configuration in the abse
of disturbances; it is the linear stability analysis that exa
ines the response of the system to small perturbations
uncovers the instability when, e.g.,Le510 andgT524).
On the other hand forLe51 @see Fig. 4~a! for the density
profiles# the stability results are as expected, i.e., light flu
on top of heavy fluid is a stable configuration while hea
fluid on top of light fluid leads to an instability.

This then suggests that the instability mechanism ent
double-diffusive convection phenomena. A classical exam
of such phenomena is the so-called ‘‘thermohaline conv
tion’’ or ‘‘salt fingers’’ which arise when hot saline water lie
on top of cold fresh water.17,18 This instability is due to the
very different rates of diffusion of heat and salt~heat diffuses
faster than mass!. This is just one example of a more gener
situation, for instance one might have no temperature va

0
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tions but two different solutes with different diffusivities. I
the context of reaction–diffusion systems, the significance
double-diffusive convection phenomena was first sugge
by Pojman and co-workers.3,10 The emphasis of these studie
was on the effect of double-diffusion convection on t
propagation velocity of the fronts. These authors used qu
tative arguments to explain the influence of convective
fects on front propagation for the Belousov–Zhabotins
and iron~II !-nitric acid systems in narrow tubes without an
quantitative modeling of the experiments.

The trend in Fig. 6 now indicates that forLe510 and
some large negative value ofgT , the down going front
should be stable, as expected. The fundamental question
is why, e.g., whenLe510 andgT524 the down going front
is unstable while for the same value of the Lewis number
a higher negative value of the expansion coefficient, e
gT526 the down going front is found to be stable. After a
in both cases we have a light fluid on top of a heavy flui

For a given Lewis numberLe.1, heat diffuses faste
than mass and the hot products will loose their heat to
cold reactants. This fast diffusion of heat can cool the pr
ucts sufficiently so that they become heavier than the re
tants which leads to an instability. Of course heat is produ
continuously by the reaction, but at the same time, provi
that the reaction exothermicityf is small ~recall that gT

5fGT), thermal diffusion can transport the heat to the re
tants thus cooling the products sufficiently which can th
become heavier than the reactants. If on the other handf is
large, thermal diffusion cannot remove the heat of the pr
ucts sufficiently fast~there is simply too much heat in th
products!. In this case we have a stable configuration.

The above of course depends on the Lewis number. E
dently, as the Lewis number increases, the value off and
henceugTu above which the down going front is stabilize
must increase to compensate for the increasingly fast d
sion of heat. Table I summarizes the stability properties

TABLE I. Stability characteristics of the down going front as a function
Le andgT . Stable configurations are denoted by S and unstable ones b

gT Le Linear stability result

20.2 1.0 U
21.0 1.0 S

2.0 U
22.0 1.0 S

2.0 S
3.0 S
4.0 S
4.5 U

23.0 1.0 S
2.0 S
3.0 S
4.0 S
4.5 S
5.0 U

24.0 1.0 S
2.0 S
3.0 S
4.0 S
5.0 S
5.5 U
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the down going front in thegT2Le plane. The table gives
only the approximate stability map in this plane and for
more accurate prediction of the critical Lewis numberLecrit

above which the down going front looses stability, a sma
mesh forLe is required. Nevertheless, the table indicates t
Lecrit increases asugTu increases. This general trend is co
sistent with our observation that asf increases~henceugTu
increases! Le must increase to compensate for the lar
amount of heat in the products and cause a double diffus
instability.

For a givengT , therefore, the down going front is be
coming increasingly unstable asLe increases. This is consis
tent with Fig. 7~a! which shows the dispersion curves of th
down going front forgT523 and three values ofLe. For
the up going front the Lewis number has the opposite eff
so that increasingLe makes the system more stable@see Fig.
7~b!#. This is due to the fact that double-diffusive convecti
acts differently for the up going and down going fronts.
fact, for the down going front double-diffusive convectio

U.

FIG. 7. Effect of Lewis number on the dispersion curves;~a! down going
fronts forgT523 and three different values ofLe; there is a critical Lewis
number between 4 and 5 for the given parameters below which the syste
stable;~b! up going fronts forgT522 and three different values ofLe. The
triangles are the values of the most unstable wavenumber observed at
times in the fully nonlinear system using as initial condition the traveli
front or a step function.
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has a destabilizing influence so that increasingLe makes the
down going front more unstable. The up going front, ho
ever, is stable with respect to double-diffusive convecti
Indeed, heat now diffuses from the hot products to the c
reactants thus making the products cooler and hence hea
This effect is obviously amplified asLe increases.

Notice here that for the down going front our compu
tions show that whenever the corresponding density pro
indicates that the front should be stable but our linear sta
ity analysis shows that it is unstable, the instability is ch
acterized by type I~or Turing-type! dispersion curves. A
typical example is the caseLe510 andgT524 we dis-
cussed above. This then suggests that the dispersion cu
in this case result from the competition between two facto
buoyancy which is stabilizing and is trying to bring downs
towards negative values and double-diffusive convect
which is destabilizing and is trying to increases towards
positive values.

We should also point out that it is impossible to isola
the effect of the nonmonotonic density profiles on the sta
ity characteristics although clearly they do play a role. In
absence of double-diffusive convection, i.e., forLe51, the
density profile is always monotonic. Nonomotonic dens
requiresLe.1 in which case double-diffusive convection
also present. On the other hand, for certain values ofLe and
gT , e.g.,Le510 andgT524 the density profile is mono
tonic and yet the down going front is found to be unstab
Hence the situation here is different to the viscous finger
problem with nonmonotonic viscosity profiles and witho
any chemical reactions investigated by Manickam a
Homsy39–41where the effect of the viscosity nonmonotoni
ity was clearly identified and quantified~viscosity nonmono-
tonicity was found to be responsible for new phenome
referred to by the authors as ‘‘reverse fingering’’!.

We close this section with a comment on the mechan
of the instability. As we already pointed out, forLe51 there
is no double-diffusion convection. In this case the instabi
results from a competition between solutal and thermal
fects through the kinetic termf (a) and the buoyancy term
gTT2a ~the chemistry increasesT which then decreasesr!.
For Le.1 double-diffusion convection is also present a
the instability now results from a complex interplay betwe
solutal/thermal effects, chemical reaction and doub
diffusive phenomena. Hence, due to the presence of
chemical reaction, the instability mechanism is quite diff
ent to pure double diffusion where only two competing fa
tors are present~diffusion and heat effects!. In addition, in
simple double diffusion, the basic concentration and te
perature profiles prior to the instability, are externally im
posed and in general they vary linearly in spaceindepen-
dently of the Lewis number. For chemical fronts, it is th
coupling between the kinetics and diffusion that provides
concentration and temperature profiles. The base state~in the
form of traveling fronts! is therefore a function of the Lewi
number itself which makes the interplay between mass
temperature gradients much more subtle than in stan
double diffusion.
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V. NONLINEAR DYNAMICS

To analyze the nonlinear stage of the instability and
get insight into the long term dynamics of the develop
fingers, we consider the fully nonlinear system in Eqs.~16!–
~19!. Introducing the stream functionc such thatu5]yc and
w52]xc with uI 5uiIx1wiIy and taking the curl of the evo
lution equation for the pressure distribution~16! yields

]x
2c1]y

2c52]ya1gT]yT, ~30!

] ta1]xa]yc2]ya]xc5]x
2a1]y

2a236Daa

3~12a!2~k17a!, ~31!

] tT1]xT]yc2]yT]xc5Le~]x
2T1]y

2T!136Daa

3~12a!2~k17a!. ~32!

We numerically solve Eqs.~30!–~32! using a pseudo-
spectral method in a two-dimensional domain of dimensi
less widthLy and lengthLx . The numerical scheme is esse
tially the same as that described in Refs. 9, 28, and 42 an
based on Fourier expansions for the stream functionc, con-
centrationa and temperatureT and hence, periodic boundar
conditions are imposed in both the transverse and stream
directions. We derive a set of ordinary differential equatio
for the evolution of the time-dependent coefficients of t
Fourier expansions. These equations are solved numeric
using a second-order Adams–Bashforth scheme. The in
condition is taken as a step function, i.e., the flat front pro
switching close to the upper boundary of the system from
stable steady statea50,T51 ~in white color on the density
plots to be presented! to the unstable steady statea51,T
50 ~in black!. The reverse switch is imposed close to t
bottom of the system. This allows us to deal with the pe
odicity in thex-direction. Alternatively, the initial condition
can be taken as the planar front constructed numericall
Sec. III and located close to the upper and lower bounda
of the system. As the stable steady state invades the uns
steady state, the upper front will move downwards leav
hotter but heavier~white! products on top of the colder bu
lighter fresh reactants~in black! while the lower front will
move upwards leading to a stratification of cold, lighter r
actants on top of hotter but heavier products. Depending
the relative strength of solutal and thermal effects, finger
of either one or both fronts is observed.

To compare our nonlinear simulations to the linear s
bility analysis of the previous section, we measure the ma
mum growth rate and most unstable wavelength. The gro
rate is obtained by fitting an exponential to the evolution
the length of the fingers as a function of time for small time
To obtain the wavelength of the developed fingers we t
the power spectrum of the front at early times. The wa
length is in excellent agreement with the values predicted
the linear stability analysis. Figures 5 and 7 compare
linear stability analysis with the fully nonlinear simulation
and in all cases the agreement is very good. The results
roughly the same whether the initial condition is the trav
ing front solution or a step function.

We now focus on the nonlinear stage of the instabili
Figure 8 shows a typical example of the spatio-temporal
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 8. Nonlinear dynamics of buoyantly unstable exothermic CT fro
with gT522 and four successive times from left to right. In all our nume
cal experiments the system size isLy5512, Lx54096; ~a! Le54; ~b! Le
56; ~c! Le58.
Downloaded 13 Apr 2004 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to AIP
havior of the fully nonlinear system when two counterprop
gating fronts are initiated at the top and bottom of the c
The simulations are obtained usinggT522 and three differ-
ent values of the Lewis number,Le54,6, and 8. In all our
nonlinear simulations the domain size is fixed atLy5512
andLx54096. ForLe54 only the up going front is unstabl
featuring initially two big fingers that merge into one sing
finger of constant shape and speed. Its velocity is larger t
the speed of the flat front as convection is entraining
front.1–3,28 Increasing the Lewis number, stabilizes the
going front and destabilizes the down going front, in agre
ment with our discussion in the previous section. For the
going fronts for instance, fingers appear at larger times
with a larger wavelength~i.e., smaller most unstable wave
number! asLe increases. ForLe56, the growth rates of the
two fronts are of the same order of magnitude and he
fingering appears on both fronts roughly at the same tim
The lower front still presents two fingers that will ultimate
merge into a single finger. This lonely finger has neverthel
a smaller mixing zone and smaller speed as now the ex
sion of the convection roll is smaller. For higher exothe
micities and higher Lewis numbers, the up going front fe
tures thermal plumes of mushroom shape~see, for example,
Fig. 9!. Nevertheless, one always ends up with one sin
finger traveling with constant shape. This is typical of sta
dard Rayleigh–Taylor fingering dispersion curves~or type II!
for which all modes fromk50 until k5kc are unstable. In

s

FIG. 9. Nonlinear dynamics forgT523 andLe58, at successive times
from left to right. The up going front features mushrooms and coarsen
typical of type II dispersion curves. The down going front develops fing
of constant amplitude and wavelength. Their small amplitude results f
small growth rates for these values of the parameters.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 10. Nonlinear dynamics of a down going fron
characterized by type II dispersion curve as in stand
Rayleigh–Taylor fingering. The parameters aregT

520.5 andLe52.
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this case, the wavelength at onset is given byl52p/kmax

measured between subsequent tips and the resulting fing
pattern has an amplitude, i.e., a distance between subse
tips and troughs of the fingered zone, which grows in tim
The nonlinear stage of the instability is characterized
coarsening of the fingers in the course of time due to me
ing and shielding phenomena.28,43

The upper front also features fingering but of mu
smaller amplitude and wavelength. Interestingly, no coars
ing is observed and the wavelength as well as mixing z
remain constant in time. In fact the system evolves to a
tionary cellular structure of wavenumberkmax as in the case
of Turing patterns35–38 or Rayleigh–Be´nard convection.44

Whenever a stationary pattern is observed in our comp
tions, the corresponding dispersion curves are of the Tur
type or type I. It is well known that such dispersion curv
are characterized by a critical value of a control parame
~e.g., gT for the curves in Fig. 6! at which the base stat
undergoes a stationary instability.35 However, linear stability
alone cannot determine the long-time behavior of the sys
and such curves do not necessarily imply equilibrated, fin
amplitude fronts away from criticality and at the nonline
stage of the instability. Indeed, there are several syste
e.g., channel flow and Blasius boundary layer45 with type I
dispersion curves which do not equilibrate to stationary no
solutions. The issue of whether or not the instability equ
brates to a stationary norm state is essentially a nonlin
question. Our computations of the fully nonlinear syste
show that indeed the instability of the down going front sa
rates leading to a stationary norm pattern whenever the
persion curves are of type I. The instability simply cann
propagate indefinitely because it encounters the thermal
Downloaded 13 Apr 2004 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to AIP
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bilizing effect. We note here that such changes from type
to type I dispersion curves have also been obtained in
context of density/viscous fingering in the absence of che
cal reactions by Manickam and Homsy,41 without, however,
stationary patterns. To our knowledge, the stationary patte
obtained here have not been observed before in the con
of fingering instabilities.

Notice that the small amplitude of the stationary patte
in Figs. 8 and 9 results from small growth rates for the valu
of the parameters used here. It is also important to point
that for type I dispersion curves, weakly nonlinear theor
can be pivoted about the degree of supercriticality and ab
the mode withkmax at criticality to obtain Ginzburg–Landau
type equations35,38,44 in this region. Such weakly nonlinea
analyses, however, are beyond the scope of the present s

For Le58 andgT522 @see Fig. 8~c!#, the upper front
is the first one to become unstable. The mixing zone rema
constant in time but the system is here further away fr
criticality and the band of unstable modes is now mu
larger. This leads to a nonlinear dynamics which is mu
more complex as birth and death of fingers is continuou
observed, the number of fingers varying between 5 and
the course of time.

For down going fronts, the dispersion curves can be
standard Rayleigh–Taylor fingering-type or Turing-type d
pending on the values of parameters@see, e.g., Fig. 5~b!#.
Figure 10 depicts the nonlinear dynamics of a down go
front for Le52 and gT520.5 for which the dispersion
curve is of type II as in standard Rayleigh–Taylor fingerin
Just as for other up and down going fronts in the absenc
heat effects~see, e.g., Refs. 9 and 28!, coarsening of the
fingers is eventually observed and one single final finger
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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constant shape and speed is the asymptotic dynamics
large times. To characterize this coarsening dynamics,
plot in Fig. 11 the positions of the maxima and minima of t
longitudinally averaged profile as a function of time. It
clearly seen that the number of fingers diminishes in
course of time so that starting with roughly 13 fingers
short times, fingers merge leading to an overall coarsen

FIG. 11. Space–time map of the position of the maxima~black curves! and
minima ~gray curves! of the fingers for the down going front;~a! Le52 and
gT520.5 ~type II dispersion curves!; ~b! Le55 and gT522.0 ~Turing/
type I dispersion curves!. These positions are determined from the averag
profile of the upper half of the system obtained by integrating along
x-direction. The horizontal axis corresponds to the width of the sys
ranging from 0 toLy while time increases from top to bottom.
Downloaded 13 Apr 2004 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to AIP
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and finally we end up with one single lonely finger@Fig.
11~a!#. This is to be contrasted with the dynamics of
Turing-type dispersion curve shown in Fig. 11~b! obtained
for Le55 andgT522. In this case, the system maintain
six fingers all along and the mixing zone remains constan
well. A comparison between the coarsening of Fig. 11~a! and
the fixed wavenumber patterning of Fig. 11~b! is further seen
on Fig. 12 which compares the modes of maximum powe
the Fourier transform of the longitudinally averaged profi
as a function of time. When the dispersion curve is of st
dard Rayleigh–Taylor fingering-type, fairly quickly th
mode with the highest power corresponds ton51 which
means that the system evolves towards a situation with
single finger across the width of the Hele-Shaw cell. On
contrary, for the Turing-type dispersion curve, the mode w
highest power remains atn56 which means that the system
maintains six fingers all along. Notice that an extensive pa
metric study of the nonlinear stage of the instability~as well
as the linear stage examined in the previous section! for a
large variety of the governing dimensionless groups has b
performed by Yang.46

Finally, it is important to point out that for standar
Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities of nonreactive fluids, it
known that fingering leads to fingers which grow contin
ously in time so that their mixing zone increases monoto
cally in time.34,47It has been shown in detail previously, bo
for monostable28 and bistable kinetics48 and is further evi-
denced here, that the presence of a chemical reaction dr
cally changes this nonlinear dynamics. Indeed, coarsen
towards one single finger is observed for monostable kine
while droplet formation is observed for bistable ones. It
thus not surprising that chemical reactions also drastic
modify the nonlinear dynamics of the double-diffusive ins
bility. Standard ‘‘salt fingers’’ observed for opposite conce
tration and thermal gradients forLe.1,17,18 are typically
thin localized fingers that stretch continuously in time.
contrast with these well studied nonreactive salt finge
double diffusion of chemical fronts features ‘‘frozen’’ sma
fingers of constant amplitude and mixing zone, which de
onstrates once again, the significant influence of chem
reactions on hydrodynamic instabilities.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have examined in detail the density fingering of ex
thermic reaction-diffusion fronts in Hele-Shaw cells usi
the CT reaction as a model system. In particular, we focu
on the influence of heat effects on the stability properties
nonlinear dynamics of the resulting fingering instabilitie
We analyzed here the case where thermal and solutal co
butions to the density jump across the front are of oppo
signs (DrS.0,DrT,0). The governing equations were d
rived using the Darcy–Boussinesq approximation. We c
structed the minimum speed concentration and tempera
fronts and we performed a linear stability analysis of the
fronts with respect to infinitesimal disturbances in the sp
wise direction. For the ascending fronts the dispersion cur
are similar to those observed in standard Rayleigh–Ta
fingering. The descending fronts on the other hand can

d
e
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FIG. 12. Mode of highest power as a function of tim
for the two simulations of Fig. 11.
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ture dispersion curves of the Turing type. We analyzed
stability properties of both descending and ascending fro
and showed that the instability is due to a complex interp
between solutal–thermal effects, chemical reaction
double-diffusive phenomena~which play a role only for a
Lewis number larger than unity!. These results enlighten re
cent experimental observations of Turing-type dispers
curves for descending fronts in the chlorite–tetrathion
reaction.29

We then analyzed the nonlinear stage of the instab
by performing numerical experiments from the fully nonli
ear system. At the onset of the fingering instability, our tim
dependent computations were found to be in excellent ag
ment with the predictions of the linear stability analysis.
the nonlinear stage of the instability up going fronts feat
thermal plumes of mushroom shape while coarsening of
developed fingers in the course of time due to merging
shielding phenomena was observed. As a result of this co
ening process, all fingers merge into a single finger for la
times. Down going fronts on the other hand, can beh
dramatically differently. We have provided here evidence
a new type of fingering phenomenon resulting from the c
pling between solutal and thermal effects: Depending on
values of the relevant dimensionless groups, down go
fronts can feature stationary norm cellular states with fing
of constant amplitude and wavelength.

The present work suggests several further studies
directions. First of all, we have used here the tw
dimensional~2D! Darcy equation to model the flow in
Hele-Shaw cell or a porous medium. This demonstrates
the new fingering phenomena and new type of dispers
curves analyzed in the present study, result genuinely f
2D dynamics due to the complex interplay between chem
try, heat effects and hydrodynamics. They should be
served experimentally using exothermic reactions in He
Shaw cells with very thin gapwidths. It would be instructiv
to analyze the same systems for larger gapwidths using
dimensional Navier–Stokes–Darcy~NSD! or three-
dimensional~3D! Stokes equations along the lines of oth
Downloaded 13 Apr 2004 to 164.15.129.180. Redistribution subject to AIP
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authors49–52 to assess the influence of 3D effects.
Finally, it has been shown recently that for systems

small lateral extent, density fingering of monostable isoth
mal chemical fronts leads to one single self-similar fing
while for larger systems, tip splittings are observed.28 The
single final finger follows interesting scaling laws. Obv
ously, as shown here, such single fingers are obtained
for exothermic reactions in some regions of the parame
space. It would be of interest to analyze to what extent h
effects modify the scaling laws of the isothermal self-simi
fingers as well as the occurrence of tip splittings for larg
systems.
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